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Purpose of a dissertation

University of Vienna:University of Vienna:
“For many courses, a dissertation forms part of the coursework for a degree. 

For some courses it is linked with work experience. It provides you with an 
opportunity to undertake a piece of individual research work and really 
examine an aspect of the subject you are studying closely. Your first 
attempt at serious 'research'.”

University of St. Gallen:
“The material aim of the thesis is to demonstrate the capability of an The material aim of the thesis is to demonstrate the capability of an 

independent research capacity in a selected scientific discipline.”

TU Dresden Education Dept :TU Dresden Education Dept.:
With his dissertation the candidate demonstrates a special qualification for 

independent scientific work which goes beyond the academic education   independent scientific work which goes beyond the academic education. … 
With the scientific work (dissertation) results are to be provided which 
encourage the development of the doctoral subject.”



Types of innovation

Type I. Law-innovation II. Methodological III. Technological 

 

(development of science) 

Innovation 

(dev. of methods) 

Innovation 

(dev. of Technology) 

Term (cp. Klages, 1967) g-Innovation m-Innovation a-Innovation p g g

Goal Problematization of 

thematic areas 

 

Development & test of   

theoretical-conceptual 

l  

Realisation of concrete 

technological research 

("A if ")  

("Problem areas") 

tools 

("Explication- and 

explanation means") 

("Artifacts") 

Programme type Domain-Programmes Quasi-paradigmatisch 

Programmes 

applied-Programmes 

fi d i  bj t i i t  l ti  i i t  N  St t t fixed is: subject invariant  explanation invariant  No Statement 

variabel is: explanation subject No Statement 
 

References: Klages, 1967; Hermann, 1979; Frindte, 1989; Köhler, 1999/2003



Regulations at TU Dresden

Ph.D. regulations of the TUD Education Dept.Ph.D. regulations of the TUD Education Dept.

§ 1 The purpose of dissertation, and doctoral degrees 
§ 2 Dissertation Committee 
§ 3 Dissertation Commission 
§ 4 Admission to doctoral studies and doctoral studies 
§ 5 Acceptance as a doctoral student 
§ 6 Application for the opening of a dissertation procedure § 6 Application for the opening of a dissertation procedure 
§ 7 Opening of the examination procedure and the experts 
§ 8 Dissertation, their evaluation and adoption 
§ 9 Defense 
§ 10 C l i  f h  d  § 10 Completion of the doctorate 
§ 11 Renewal of failed examinations
§ 12 Publication of the dissertation 
§ 13 Withdrawal of the academic degree § 13 Withdrawal of the academic degree 
§ 14 Right of appeal 
§ 15 Joint bi-national doctorate 
§ 16 Honorary Doctorate 
§ 17 G l d  l  § 17 General procedure rules 



Regulations at TU Dresden

§ 15 Joint bi-national doctorate § 15 Joint bi national doctorate 

(1) To promote international cooperation the education dept. may carry out joint 
promotion procedures with foreign universities or comparable educational 

h h h h h d dinstitutions which have the right to award doctorates. 

(2) The details of the promotion process need to be set for the specific case in a 
contractual arrangement by the deans or the head of the similar structural contractual arrangement by the deans or the head of the similar structural 
unit. The agreement may be determined by a variation of this promotion 
policy to the extent permitted by the following provisions. In addition, this 
promotion policy also applies to joint promotion procedures. 

(3) For the joint doctoral dissertation and the presentation of a PhD oral 
performance are required. In the case of writing the dissertation and / or 
the conduct of oral performance in the national promotion of the foreign the conduct of oral performance in the national promotion of the foreign 
university or similar educational institution, or other than the German 
language is / are a written summary or an abstract in German or English 
provided. An essential part of the preparation of the thesis must take place 
t th  T h i l U i it  f D d  at the Technical University of Dresden. 



Regulations at TU Dresden

§ 15 Joint bi-national doctorate § 15 Joint bi national doctorate 

(4) To assess the joint promotion from each university or comparable institution 
one reviewer will be nominated. 

(5) Promotion file will be completed where the doctoral oral performance takes 
place. The cooperation partner will receive a copy of the Promotion file. 

(6) A joint, bilingual promotional certificate will be produced, recalling the joint 
promotion procedures and reference issued in the respective countries, 
which allows to hold a doctoral degree from both universities or similar 
d i l i i i  i d d l d b  b h  educational institution, signed and sealed by both partners. 
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Transferable skills

What are transferable skills in a research context?What are transferable skills in a research context?

“Transferable skills are skills learned in one context (for
l  h) th t  f l i  th  (f  lexample research) that are useful in another (for example

future employment whether that is in research, business etc). 

They enable subject- and research-related skills to be applied 
and developed effectively.

Transferable skills may be acquired through training or through 
work experience”

Reference: European Science Foundation (2009): Research Careers in Europe. Landscape 
and Horizons.



Transferable skills for research

Reference: European Science Foundation (2009): Research Careers in Europe. Landscape 
and Horizons.



Transferable skills development

How shall transferable skills be developed?How shall transferable skills be developed?

The European Science Federation says: 
b  d l i    i i   th  h   by developing a common vision on the research career 
structure for the European research area;

 by ensuring ongoing career development for the individual 
researcher, including international or inter-sectoral mobility;

 by creating attractive conditions for a research career;
 by creating equal opportunities for male and female y g q pp

researchers from all backgrounds;
 by ensuring that transferable skills are developed.’



Question 

To what extent does the E&T curriculum meet such expectations?To what extent does the E&T curriculum meet such expectations?
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didactic design for E&T 

Expectations toward the learning system:Expectations toward the learning system:

Mix of “eLearning” and “community of practice”:

- Learning: structured modules (each partner is responsible for 1 
module concerning production, moderation & examination);

- Communication: thematic forums for scientific discussion  (e.g. 
methods etc.);

- Information: knowledge base (papers within the modules);

Documentation: e g  workshop programs and recordings- Documentation: e.g. workshop programs and -recordings.

- Marketing: public info space.



Media- & Community-based 
Ph.D. Project ManagementPh.D. Project Management

Ph.D. projects have a need for 
project management!

Areas of the Model:

A) Project
- Project-based Learning
- Project Management

B) Community
- Domain
- Community
- Practice

C) Knowledge Management

Reference: Mohamed  B  & Köhler  T  (2009): Learning management systems as tool for 
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Reference: Mohamed, B. & Köhler, T. (2009): Learning management systems as tool for 
community-based project management.



Empirical Study: Elements

1. Areas of investigation covered by the empirical study:

PBL Elements PM Process Project Elements

 Project question
 Problem solving
 Group/ Team 
development

f

- Integration
- Project scope management 
- Project time management
- Project cost management

l

 Analysis
 Design
 Implementation
 Evaluation

 Use of resources
 Evaluation
 Curriculum content 
standards

S d l

- Project quality management
- Project human resource 
management
- Project communications 

 Student roles
 Teacher roles

management
- Project procurement 
management
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Empirical study: results

Use of LMS for Community-based Project 
Management

13%
TUDWCMS

Management

60%

36%
zms

Sum

Ease of use

80%

60%

Joomla

E107
Ease of use

Management

22%
OPAL

Joomla

Community building

80%
Moodle

Project based 
learning
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Function of the E&T community 

Access to the “Education Technology” community forum via Access to the Education Technology  community forum via 
the eLearning Modules (cp. www.edu-tech.net):
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I appreciate your inquiries.

Contact: 
Prof. Dr. Thomas Köhler / Technische Universität Dresden 
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(Education Sciences Department / Educational Technology Chair)   
http://tu dresden de/bt http://tu-dresden.de/bt 

B) Medienzentrum 
(Media Centre)
http://tu-dresden.de/mz
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